2002 ford f 250 xlt

What kind of truck is the Ford Super Duty? What does it compare to? The Ford Super Duty may
be a family truck to some, or a tool to othersâ€”perhaps, even a status symbol in some
placesâ€”but the heavy-duty trucks still offer eye-popping capabilities and an open bed with
nearly limitless possibilities. The Ford Super Duty trucks appeal thanks to their combo of tough
looks and an available engine that can tow up to 37, pounds. We give the Ford Super Duty a 6. A
fuel-economy rating would sink that overall number. Read more about how we rate cars. Not
much has changed for the Super Duty this year, compared to last year. Ford still offers the truck
in F, F, and F configurations, although the first two are better-sellers by far. The trucks are
available in single- or dual-rear-wheel configurations, with regular-, extended-, or crew-cab body
styles, depending on trim level or model. Three engines are available, too: a 6. Work trucks feel
up to the task, while top trims are convincingly luxuriousâ€”albeit very big. The Super Duty is
commendable among rivals because it includes standard automatic emergency braking on most
trims. Blind-spot monitors are mostly included, too. Our pick are the Super Duty XLT models
that offer just enough to get the job done without sacrificing much for creature
comfortsâ€”while maintaining a sane price, that is. For more, or perhaps without work
intentions no judgement here , Lariat and Limited trucks rival some luxury cars with up to inch
wheels, leather everywhere, and an 8. Inescapable and mostly unapologetic, the Ford Super
Duty wears its intentions on its shirt sleeves. The Tremor off-road package promptly removes
those sleeves, by the way. The Ford Super Duty is a big, boxy, and brash pickup with right
angles and big lights. The interior is a comparative letdown, but mostly because other
truckmakers have revamped their heavy-duty offerings while Ford has kept the same for a
couple years now. The Super Duty trim levels differ in exterior accents, chrome, and color
schemes, but all of the heavy-duty lineup share the same slab sides and boxy corners. It would
be hard to mistake the Super Duty for anything other than a truck on exterior appearances
alone, but the inside is a different story. The cabin is straightforward and simple, although top
trims dress up a few surfaces. Ford still uses some hard plastics in places that show, which is
something its rivals have avoided in newer iterations. This year, the Ford F received a
much-needed updated interior. We expect that to trickle into the Super Duty starting next year. It
loses a point for ponderous handling that all heavy-duty trucks suffer from. It lands at a 6 for
performance. All Ford Super Duty trucks can be equipped with four-wheel drive, and rear-wheel
drive is standard. Ford offers two gas engines and one diesel engine in its Super Duty. The base
engine is a 6. The 6. It is comparable to other base V-8s from other truckmakers, and its appeal
is a relatively low cost and available payload capacity of up to 7, pounds F, dual-rear wheel, 4x2
configuration. An available 7. The 7. That 6. It can lug up to 37, pounds, provided your CDL can
handle that. Steering the Super Duty is a relative breeze, thanks to an optional hydraulic assist
that can help the truck be more maneuverable at slower speeds, and less fussy at higher
speeds. Of course, negotiating anything that can be more than 20 feet long is going to be a
chore. Definitely a surprise: â€¦and they can rival luxury cars in interior materials and comfort.
Starting from an average score of five, the Super Duty gets points above average for its peopleand cargo-carrying prowess based on the most popular crew-cab version. Top trims would get
points for exceptional comfort, though every truck is tall and not especially easy to get into and
out of. Ford offers the Super Duty in regular- and extended-cab configurations as well. Regular
cab trucks offer seats for up to three, or two with a wide center console. Extended-cab trucks
can seat up to six, but the rear is tight with just Crew cab models stretch out to Six could fit in
crew-cab Super Duty trucks, although front buckets will be more common. The rear seats are
similarly comfortable too, and top trims pile on leather, USB chargers, touchscreens, even
in-seat massagers. Regular cab trucks get 8-foot beds only and measure Extended- and
crew-cab models offer 6-foot-4 or 8-foot beds and can measure up to Regular-cab models get a
four-star overall score from the NHTSA, including a worrying three-star rating for rollover
safety. Crew-cab models with four-wheel drive get the same three-star rating, but a five-star
rating for front crash safety in its limited testing. Adaptive cruise control is standard on
Platinum and Limited trucks, and available on King Ranch models. Towing cameras are
available on most models and are a must-have for frequent haulers. Outward vision in the big
truck is predictably lousy. With myriad ways to configure a truck, the Ford Super Duty nets a 6
on our scale for features. Work-spec XL trucks drag down the average with their hand-crank
windows and puny 4. The first step for many shoppers will be XLT models that add creature
comforts such as inch wheels, cloth upholstery, power windows, active safety features, an 8.
For most Super Duty shoppers who take their trucks to the job sites, the XLT likely will be the
best value and the best-balanced truck for work and home life with just a few options. For those
shoppers, we suggest a Super Duty Lariat, which adds leather upholstery, power-adjustable
seats, an 8. The top-shelf Super Duty Limited splurges on soft hides, real wood, heated and
cooled seats, a big sunroof and more options. Even without official numbers we can confidently

report the following: No heavy-duty pickup is fuel-efficient. A gallon fuel tank can be equipped
on some trucks that will spread out trips to the pump but not make them any less painful.
Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! New Cars. By Make. Super Duty F Escape Expedition Explorer F Focus
Focus Electric Freestar Freestyle. GT Taurus. New By Year. Used By Year. Shopping for a new
Ford Super Duty F? See exclusive deals in your area. See Your Price. Likes Supreme capability
Tough looks Good powertrain options Good active safety tech. Dislikes Thirsty trucks A step
behind inside Pricey top trims Indecisive speed. The Ford Super Duty lineup is impressively
bigâ€”almost as big as the super-sized haulers themselves. Is the Ford Super Duty a
good-looking car? Review continues below. How fast is the Ford Super Duty? The spend-up
engines opt for more power or most power. You pick. No surprise: Ford Super Duty trucks are
super big. How safe is the Ford Super Duty? New Ford Super Duty F for sale near change
location. Which Ford Super Duty should I buy? How much is a fully loaded Ford Super Duty? Is
the Ford Super Duty good on gas? Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car
Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. Filter Results reset. Body Style Crew Cab Reg Cab 4. SuperCab
Drivetrain 2WD Cargo Box Length 8' Box Trim King Ranch 4. Limited 2. Platinum 2. XL XLT
Other 6. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Ford Super Duty F against the
competition. Looking for a different year of the Ford Super Duty F? Used Ford Super Duty F
cars. Used Chevrolet Silverado HD cars. Used Ram cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The Ford F Super Duty adds a
second-generation 6. The F is a heavy-duty truck sold in five trims, single- or dual-rear wheel
variants, three cab styles and two box lengths with rear- or four-wheel-drive configurations. In
addition, the F and F are also available for those looking for larger, more capable trucks. In
addition to the diesel V-8, the F Super Duty is also available with a 6. The truck's 24,pound
maximum towing capacity puts it ahead of the competition and improves its usability as a work
truck. Diesel Fs drive well with lb-ft of torque available from 1, rpm. Steering feel, on the other
hand, is nearly nonexistent, and the "rear suspension bucks too much" around town. Interior
quality on the F is impressive, especially in King Ranch variants, with good build quality and an
upscale feel that "would impress an Audi driver. Instruments and controls in the F are also a
strong suit with high quality graphics that display information such as average fuel economy
"as a nice big number. The F-Series Super Duty remains a viable choice, especially with its
powerful diesel V-8 and generous maximum towing capacity. Additionally, its comfortable ride
and well-appointed interior give off a more premium feel that rivals that of luxury cars,
especially in upper trim levels. In a First Drive review , we noted that the cabin was a pleasant
place to be with seats that are supportive but "won't lull you to sleep. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Good ride quality High-quality interior Powerful diesel V Expand All New for Key
Competitors. All Model Years High payload and towing capacities and a wide variety of
configurations and special-edition models help make the Ford F Super Duty a viable option for
those who need a hard-core pickup civilized enough for everyday use. The Ford Super Duty
trucks, introduced in , are built on a separate platform from the smaller F Bigger, stronger and
more robust, they are meant to perform feats of which the F isn't capable. In an effort to stay
competitive in a "more is better" marketplace, Ford increased payload and towing capacities for
Thanks to a new fully boxed front frame clip and revised engine choices, the Ford F can haul an
extra pounds. Tow ratings have also jumped, with the F diesel model now capable of dragging
an incredible 15, pounds. Under the hood, the base-level 5. Also available is the venerable
Power Stroke diesel, which happens to be the most popular engine choice in the Ford Super
Duty lineup with a stump-pulling lb-ft of torque on tap. All Ford trucks equipped with an
automatic transmission come with a tow-haul mode. The front suspension on four-wheel-drive
models uses coil springs, and the result is a significantly reduced turning radius versus
previous leaf-spring setups , which should come in handy when trying to navigate into tight
parking spots. Moving inside, the base-level XL and midlevel XLT feature a dual-pod instrument
cluster that locates the message center between the round tachometer and speedometer. The
high-end Lariat model gets Cherry Zebrano wood grain appliques and features leather seating
surfaces and steering wheel controls for the stereo and air conditioning. Among the available
options are a six-disc CD changer and an in-dash trailer brake control system. You'll also want
to check out the F's formidable competition, and keep in mind that a fully redesigned Ford F is
expected to debut for SuperCab models have small rear-opening doors, while the Crew Cab has
four full-size swing-out doors. A plethora of optional equipment is available, including
electronic shift-on-the-fly four-wheel drive, a heavy-duty suspension package and telescoping

trailer-towing mirrors. High-line Lariats come with features like leather upholstery, a power
driver seat and dual-zone automatic climate control. The Ford F Super Duty is available with
three different engines. The base engine is a 5. An optional 6. The best choice for those who do
serious towing and hauling, though, is the 6. A six-speed manual is standard with these
engines, but a five-speed automatic is also available. Properly equipped, an F can tow up to 15,
pounds. Antilock four-wheel disc brakes are standard. The Super Duty also offers
power-adjustable pedals. The Ford F Super Duty is actually quite civil on the highway, as it
soaks up heavy ruts and bumps with ease while providing a quiet ride. The coil spring
suspension and large-diameter wheels have reinvigorated the platform, as handling is crisp and
precise on the open road or on tighter city streets. The steering can still feel a little vague,
though, so some extra attention is required to keep the big truck headed in the right direction.
The Power Stroke diesel provides incredible power, and even with a 15,pound trailer hitched to
the back, acceleration is smooth and linear thanks to its broad power curve. On the inside, Ford
Super Duty trucks look much like their half-ton counterparts. The seats are comfortable and
supportive, but the base grade upholstery feels a little downmarket. Everything else is covered
in hard plastic, and while the fit of the panels is mediocre, it will probably hold up pretty well
under extreme working conditions. Five or six adults can ride inside with little problem as long
as you choose the SuperCab or Crew Cab body. In addition, there are many interior
convenience features designed for today's business owners. For example, the center console
bin is big enough to hold a laptop computer. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Noisy drivetrains, gas engines' poor mileage,
vague steering, spotty build quality. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. There are only minor changes in store for the Ford
F The Lariat trim, for instance, is a bit more luxurious this year as it features the formerly
optional dual-zone climate control, auto-dimming mirror and trip computer as standard
equipment. There's also a new Amarillo package, which includes Blazing Yellow paint, special
wheels, black interior accents and unique black leather seating. One can also get new inch
aluminum wheels on selected models and trim levels. Finally, Ford has cleaned up the V8
diesel's emissions this year so that the engine's now legal in all 50 states. Read more. Write a
review See all 42 reviews. F with 6. Great truck. Tows excellent, good mileage, well made - I have
the 6. Don't like where the fuel system water drain is located but that is a minor inconvenience.
Lots of room inside, and it has plenty of power. Breaks down every other month. The 6. The
Canadian ones seem to be fine, but the American ones have lots of problems. Batteries die, fuel
injection problems, stuttering engine. If you're going to buy a warranty - purchase the Ford one
only. We made the mistake of purchasing the dealership one and we've had lots of out of pocket
expenses. I can't go two months without something going wrong. Read less. I don't understand
all the hate. I really don't understand why there are so many ford haters on here. I've owned 2
F's the 5. The V6 for how bad I beat the snot out of it still runs like a champ. My two work trucks
the 7. The second being the 6L f dump truck and my god that thing is amazing. I've loved all my
fords and will never look back!!!! I love this truck. I definitely recommend getting the diesel.
Gets better gas mileage than the Toyota Sequoia I replaced. The build quality is excellent. The
FX4 package rides a little stiff at first but gets better with time. It's designed to haul a lot of stuff
and rides better as you add weight. I love the fold away rear seat with the fold out flat platform.
It does not feel any larger than a regular SUV when driving. I enjoy being able to see over and
around other cars for safety reasons. The view makes it easier to anticipate making defensive
moves. I also took a direct hit in the rear from a stretch limo with minor cosmetic damage limo
was damaged heavily. I hardly felt it. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4
average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. Ford
adds an available rearview camera, standard rapid-heat supplemental cab heater cold weather
states , and available four-corner LED warning strobe light kit fleet vehicles only. There's also
two new colors: Shadow Black and Race Red. Larger and more expensive than the F, the F is

built for larger towing and payload capacities, making the truck a popular choice for fleet
vehicles and tradesman. The F starts slightly higher than the Ford Transit van. The Ford F
comes standard with a 6. The available 6. Either powertrain can be mated to a two-wheel or
four-wheel drive system. The F comes available in five configurations: the regular cab with the
long 8-foot bed, the Super Cab with the short 6-footinch bed or the long bed, and the Crew Cab
with either the short or long bed. Unlike the F and F, the F does not come available with
dual-rear wheels. The top-of-the-line Platinum trim comes standard with way power driver and
front passenger seats, heated and cooled front seats, heated rear seats Crew Cab , SNC 3, a
speaker Sony premium audio system with navigation, power adjustable pedals, 8. The Ford F
regular cab, Super cab, and Crew cab all received a four-star rating out of five stars for the
truck's overall crash rating. The F comes standard with front, side, and head curtain airbags,
AdvanceTrac with Roll Stability Control, trailer sway control, and tire pressure monitoring
system. Optional safety features include a rear view camera, Blind Spot Monitoring Sytem with
cross-traffic alert and trailer tow, rear parking sensors, lane departure warning system, and
adaptive cruise control with brake support. Adaptive cruise control with brake support will not
automatically brake for the driver but will instead warn of a possible collision and prime the
brakes for maximum stopping power. For example, the most powerful engine in the F is the 3.
Additionally, the Super Duty series can be prepped for work truck applications. Negatives that
usually accompany heavy duty trucks are a rough ride, poor fuel economy, high price tags, and
less driver assist safety features than most other vehicles. If your work truck needs to power
additional equipment such as a snow plow or salt spreader , opt for the Live-Drive Power
Takeoff Provision that acts like a mobile generator by using the automatic transmission to
generate additional power for your work equipment. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other
years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Very powerful
Power Stroke turbodiesel engine Luxurious King Ranch and Platinum models Many
configurations and work truck prep packages and options available. No automatic braking
safety feature Poor fuel economy Gets expensive quickly. Vehicle Summary. Key Competitors:.
All Model Years No other class of vehicle on sale today has quite the breadth of features, body
styles and engines as pickup trucks. That's especially true of full-size heavy-duty trucks such
as the Ford F Super Duty. Whether you're looking to haul a trailer to a job site or drive a
luxed-out truck with all the features, there's an F for you. Ford even offers the Super Duty
Tremor package that increases this truck's capabilities off-road. The current F â€” part of Ford's
F-Series line of trucks that have been among the most popular vehicles in America for decades
â€” was redesigned in and carries over into mostly unchanged. But Ford Super Duty trucks are
far from alone in this class. The Chevrolet Silverado HD and Ram have been battling it out with
Super Duty trucks for years, and both offer roughly the same variety of configurations as the
Ford. So is the F the best heavy-duty truck for you? Check out the categories of our Expert
Rating to help you decide. There are three cab configurations â€” a regular cab, an extended
cab aka SuperCab and a crew cab â€” that can be paired with either a 6. Rear-wheel drive is
standard on most trims, and four-wheel drive is available on all. The F Super Duty, depending
on the configuration, is available with three powertrains:. Standard features include:. Lariat The
Lariat is only available as an extended-cab or crew-cab truck. It includes all the XLT's features
and adds:. It includes all Lariat content plus:. Platinum Ford keeps layering on the premium
features with the Platinum trim. Standard equipment includes:. Limited The top-tier Limited trim
turns up the premium feel even further. Additions include:. Many features found on the upper
trim levels are optional on the lower trims. Other options, depending on the trim level, include:. I
am glad I bought the F After test driving multiple competitor trucks I went with the Ford F The
ride is nice with an interior that is spacious and comfortable. On long trips, the F does good on
gas mileage with the Diesel engine, which I was surprised for such a big truck. The towing is
great with all the features offered by Ford tow assist. As a taller driver, I found the comfort to be
much better than other trucks. The rear space in the crew cab is perfect for adults as well. I
would recommend purchasing the F, and getting the factory spray in bedliner. Write a review.
See all 1 reviews. You've watched the comparison video, but with this one we need to answer a
simple question: Which is quicker off-road, the Ram Power Wagon or the Ford F Tremor? In this
video, Travis Langness and Ryan ZumMallen find out and demonstrate in the process just how
much power the Ford Super Duty's turbodiesel has on hand. And for more information, click the
links below to visit Edmunds and find your perfect truck, SUV, or car. That seems like an insane
thing to say about a factory truck, but such as the power of Tremor, an outlandish pickup truck,
no matter how you look at it. And these things are decked out. Off the lot, you get a two inch
front lift, bigger shocks, and there's a lot of window dressing on this truck, and we can argue all
day about offroad capabilities. But the thing that should really worry RAM is the 35 inch tires

and the upgraded 7. Of course, this particular truck comes with the crown jewel, a 6. Let me say
that again, 1, pound feet of torque. Now, you have a lot more choice in the Tremor than you do
in the Power Wagon, but you need to know that it comes at a steep cost. We need to know if it
lives up to that lofty listing. You can only get it with a 6. No diesel here. RAM says it's too heavy
and it won't fit with the front winch. Never mind that on the Ford, you can get that winch with
either a 7. It's standard on the RAM. It'll cost you three grand with the Tremor. Some other
offroad goodies you get with the Power Wagon include the front and rear locking differentials
and a front disconnecting stabilizer bar. There's also the usual skid plates for the transfer case
in the fuel tank, as well as 33 inch tires on 17 inch wheels. No one cares about torque. We're
going to talk about transfer cases later. You've got big, wide, cushy leather seats that are
heated, cooled, and have a massage function. And then there are doodads everywhere. There's
a smartphone charging station, trailer backup assist, trailer gain, transfer case, lane keep assist,
tons of camera angles, and, oh yeah, a power sunroof. And then everything's power adjustable
too, from the steering wheel, to the pedals, and the mirrors. This is a digital truck paradise, but
it may be a bit disconcerting if you're more of an analog person. There are a few areas for
improvement. It lacks a lot of the interesting storage solutions and cubbies that the RAM has in
abundance. But did somebody say floor storage? In total, though, the tech-heavy Tremor is
really flashy and exciting, but it feels like the RAM got the basics right. That truck is just a little
more approachable and easy to live with. One of those is the interior quality. But before we go
inside, I want to show you a feature that I would absolutely get if I were buying this truck with
my money, and that is the RAM Box. Essentially, it's a couple trunks on either side of the bed
that you can fit all kinds of items in. Stuff like tow ball hitches, tow straps, tow hitches, inflator
kits, and there's even a charge port for when you're on the go. RAM Box. It's got great materials,
and it's got stuff like heated and ventilated seats, heated seats in the rear, plenty of power ports
and USB ports to plug into. And one of my favorite features is this 12 inch touchscreen. It's one
of the best in the business, not just in full size or heavy duty trucks. It's super crisp and it looks
great on this dash. Plus, there's lots of great storage cubbies for you to put stuff in, plenty of
cup holders, places for your smartphone. I bet Ryan's jealous of that. And there's even a spot
under the center seat we can store your laptop. Now, the only drawback, really, with the RAM's
interior is the steering wheel. It tilts, but it doesn't telescope. So finding an ideal driving position
might be tough. It's time to put these trucks on equal ground. So we're going to hit the trail. I'm
especially eager, of course, to check out this 1, pound feet of torque and see how it does out
there. The Tremor gets a custom front bumper compared with other Super Duties. That gives it a
really good approach angle. In fact, it's better than the Power Wagon's back there. But this truck
is long. It's 11 inches longer than the RAM in total. We're more concerned about the Tremor on
some of these trails than we are about the Power Wagon. And frankly, making it through some
of them safely could be a challenge. But let's see how it handles a decline like this. Approach is
no issue. We should hit level ground here pretty soon. But as we get towards the back, not sure.
Nope, it's fine. So when you disconnect that stabilizer, or sway, or anti roll bar, whatever you
want to call it, what happens is it allows for more offroad articulation, so I can get over bigger
obstacles without losing traction in one of my tires, and traction is our friend. The other big
difference up front is the locking front differential. Ford's got a limited slip, which is good. But
this one is a full walker, front and rear. And when you have a walking differential, what it does is
it ties the two wheels together, so essentially they spin as one. That's also good for off roading,
because you want to make sure you have traction even if you do eventually exceed the ability of
your articulation and pop that wheel up off the ground. It's got these big tires, but we are pretty
high up. Let me get on the truck info page. Oh, we are rocking for sure. We're totally rocking.
The truck is rocking back and forth. I think we've got at least one wheel off. Yeah, we're at 16
degrees right now according to the offroad gauge. And that works pretty well. One small bump
and we're out of there. And now I'm spinning the tire, and I'm bouncing around a little bit. I can
feel my right rear tire is off the ground. So I'm going to back up and engage my sway bar
disconnect. Disengage my sway bar, whatever. Do the same thing. Sway bar disconnected.
Back up the hill I go. And I am going much further. Now, I don't have the lockers engaged yet.
But if I did, I could probably make it over this weird sideways hill I'm on. It's pretty rad. Hey,
guys, how does that look? I think I got a wheel up. Oh, man. There's that articulation at work.
Here's the thing about turning these HD trucks around on a trail. It's like trying to turn a yacht
around in a swimming pool. These things are huge. I love that you get a ton of different camera
views. So everything comes with a camera now. But if you only have one view or a pretty limited
scope, then in situations like this, it doesn't really help that much. But I've got a ton of different
views. I can see every angle. It just might take a couple of turns, but you're out of the sticky
situation pretty quickly. You're just going to have a bumpy ride. That's one of the trade offs you
get here for the increased towing capacity. The Ford stuck with more traditional leaf springs in

the back compared with the RAM's coil springs. And the reason they did that is leaf springs are
extremely strong and durable. So if you're going for something like a maximum towing capacity
rating, like Ford was, that's what you want to go with. The beauty of it is, if you want more
strength or more towing capability, you just throw more bars in there. It's great for feeling
confident when you've got a huge weight behind you. But with unladen bed and nothing on the
hitch, in this bumpy stuff, you're going to feel some jitters. It's hilarious. Like, you don't feel
unsafe. You're still in a bouncy castle. You're not going to get hurt. Unless, like, the bully kid at
the party pushes you out the door. But no one needs to hear about my life experience. And
frankly, a lot of people are going to be fine with that, because the Ford is so good at towing. And
don't forget, we have an extra two inches of lift in the front compared with other Super Duties.
So as much as we talk about articulation, and departure angles, and all this super technical
stuff, the Tremor can go almost everywhere the Power Wagon can go. It's really just going to be
that really, really small percentage of heavy rock or boulder crawling where this thing is going
to get hung up. But don't feel like you shouldn't go out on the same trail in a Tremor that you
can do in a Power Wagon. It may be a little more uncomfortable, but this truck can handle a lot.
You can just throw it into four high or four low when you get off road, and it kind of pins the old
school cool factor. Makes you feel like you're in a truck. Whereas the Tremor has a button. So I
guess technology for the win or something. Also, this Power Wagon has a better crawl ratio. It
is 51 to 1, well Ryan's diesel Tremor is 44 to 1. Yes, if you get the F with the 7. And yes, he has
larger tires, 35s. But if you're comparing the two trucks we have here, I have the better crawl
ratio, and that's what matters. On top of all that grunt we have under the hood, Ford brings a lot
of tech to off roading with the Tremor. We've got a hill here with a pretty impressive incline, but
it's not super difficult, so this is kind of overkill. But I just want to demonstrate how it works. All
you have to do is push this button up here. That activates it. And then you want to hit the Set
button, the same one that you use for cruise control, and it works exactly the same way. And
you can move it up in increments of one mile an hour, so you can start really slow. So I'll just
start off with one. My feet are off the brake and throttle and the truck is moving all by itself. So I
can just concentrate on the inputs I'm giving into the steering wheel, and this is actually really
slow. So let's kick it up to two, three. So the incline is getting steeper. We're now at 15 degrees, I
can't see anything over the hood in front of me. And we're at the top and leveling off. There's
another one that we're going to come up to. We were actually pretty concerned about the break
over angle on both of these hills, but it's not a problem so far. Let's go back down to two,
because this one has a really steep drop. Here's the break over part. It's fine. Again, I'm not on
the brakes, and now we're starting to go down. I'm not on the brakes at all. The truck is doing it
itself. We're at 16 degrees, decline, I'm not touching the brakes. It's holding itself, two miles an
hour set to. So that's it. It's a very easy system to use. And again, just to keep things in
perspective, this is a truck that weighs four tons, and this system drove it up that degree of an
incline by itself, so I could just focus on the steering, and then brought it back down safely.
Pretty cool party trick in your Tremor. Is it cheating? But does it get you home safely? Yeah, I
think so. What's next? No limited slip here. You just need to go slow. You're going to go over a
rock now. You're good. Clear on your right. Light work, baby. Straighten out. I thought it was
going to take a lot of weaving around rocks and stuff, but tons of clearance, no issues at all. I
feel excited to see what the Tremor's going to do now. Because that handled that pretty easily.
I'm going to put it into 4 low. I'm going to not lock the front locker, because I don't have a front
locker. But it feels like I'm really close to everything. That is definitely not the case with this 6.
You are just barely feathering the throttle. Because there's so much torque at your disposal,
you just don't need very much to get up to speed on the street and even on the highway. But the
power delivery is really smooth. It works great in conjunction with the speed transmission,
which we haven't always been huge fans of. But there are several different driving modes.
There's even an eco mode. And on the way out here, I averaged You're going to get some jitters
on the road. Small cracks and bumps are definitely going to be felt through the cabin. But that's
the trade-off you get for the amount of towing capacity that you have in the Tremor. But if
comfort is much of an issue, there's not a whole lot you can do about it. I would probably just
start thinking Power Wagon. But there's a trade-off. And that trade-off is comfort. This is a much
more comfortable truck on the highway. It's less bouncy. And I would rather take it on a road
trip. Now, the Tremor can tow about 15, pounds. And this Ram can only tow 10, But I still think
that's plenty, especially for a truck with all of this off-road capability. That's why I prefer the
Ram. Ryan, after a day in the dirt, what do you think of your truck? I started to get numb to the
numbers that I was throwing out-- inch tires, 1, pound-feet of torque! But the truth is, it has so
much ground clearance. And the technology really does come in handy. It was a blast out here. I
had a lot of fun. The problem is the price is offensive to me on a personal level. And if people
look at that and say, that's for me, then they're absolutely right. And they should get it. But what

was your takeaway? This truck's faster in a straight line. Hold on-- that would put a camper shell
on a truck and go overlanding. I'd love to live out of something like this and just spend six
months on the road. But that's not quite appealing enough for me to increase my monthly
payments as much as it would over this. The Ram is still the truck for me. What about you? And
as always, click the link below to subscribe. And for more information on both of these trucks,
go to Edmunds. The Ram was fully redesigned just a couple of years ago. It still feels fresh in
part because it took what we like about the smaller Ram â€” a comfortable and quiet cabin, a
strong lineup of gas and diesel engines, and good tech â€” and translated it to a larger package.
It feels like a step up from the slightly older Super Duty trucks. Like the Ram, the Silverado HD
was redesigned in the past few years. We like the roomy cabin, powerful engines and tech,
especially the features that make towing easier. But even with the redesign, the cabin feels a bit
cheap and dated. And while the design is certainly eye-catching, the tall hood compromises the
driver's view out. The Titan XD is a bit of an oddball in this class. It's meant to be a sort of a
tweener truck that's more capable than most full-size trucks but not as capable as trucks like
the Super Duty. It's a nice idea in theory, but the reality is that even the latest light-duty trucks
outclass the Titan XD. There's little reason to consider it over the F Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Ford F Super Duty and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds
users rate the F Super Duty 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the F Super Duty. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford F Super Duty and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the F Super
Duty featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Ford F Super Duty. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Diesel V8 generates
immense power and torque Plenty of payload and tow capacity Aluminum body reduces overall
weight, improving efficiency Spacious cabs offer many convenience and tech options Cons
Price tag soars with options Tall ride height makes it hard to enter without side steps Lengthy
stopping distance What's new Small changes to feature availability and available exterior colors
Part of the third Super Duty generation introduced for The Ford F Super Duty has an
appropriately brawny look for a heavy-duty pickup, and Ford backs it up with strong towing and
hauling performance. Inside, the crew cab treats occupants to plenty of space and decent
amenities, but Ram still leads by a large margin here. Our F crew-cab test truck had the optional
diesel engine. It provides strong and smooth acceleration in just about any situation. There's a
tiny bit of lag before the truck gets going, but the new speed transmission shifts quickly.
Braking performance is disappointing, however. The brakes feel reasonably capable in typical
conditions, but our truck took feet to execute a panic stop from 60 mph, which is longer than

average for the segment. The steering feels somewhat numb and inert, but the truck does track
straight on the open road. This big Ford feels somewhat maneuverable, but there's no hiding its
sheer bulk. If you have any heavy-duty pickup experience at all, the F will seem sufficiently
comfortable. It's not a benchmark by any means, but it does a decent job of keeping occupants
happy. It's fairly quiet when it comes to wind and road noise, and the air-conditioning system
has no trouble keeping the cabin cool. It's hard to fault an F for riding firmly when it's not
carrying any load. Even though the overall feeling is agreeable enough, it's worth noting that
the Ram is smoother-riding. The F's seats are what we're most lukewarm about. They're nicely
adjustable and spacious, but the cushions â€” particularly the seat bottoms â€” feel flat and
don't conform to an occupant's shape very well. No one should be surprised that it takes a big
step up to get into this truck. It's tall even for its class. But unfortunately, our test truck didn't
come with the relatively inexpensive option of side steps. For an F, we'd say those are a
must-have. Inside, there's more than enough space for everyone, and it's easy to fine-tune the
positioning of the driver's seat and steering wheel to your liking. All of the relevant controls are
within reach and operate as you'd expect them to. As for visibility, the F gives you nice views
out thanks to its big windows. All the same, we recommend opting for rear parking sensors and
blind-spot monitoring. Ford's audio and navigation system is built around the Sync 3 interface.
The interface is proven and it works, but it no longer stands out. It's missing recent competitor
innovations in screen size and menu control. That said, this system does well when it comes to
voice recognition support and smartphone integration. Safety equipment in the F has caught up
with most competitors thanks to features such as lane departure warning for the truck and
attached trailer, a blind-spot monitor with trailer coverage, and forward collision warning with
automatic emergency braking. The F offers strong towing and hauling capability. Its aluminum
body saves weight, and the savings amount to extra payload capacity. In this class, it's all about
the numbers, and the Ford can nearly match the Ram in most cases. Everyday loading,
however, is hampered by the bed's tall sides. Inside, both cargo space in the back half of the
crew cab and storage for personal items are quite generous. And while toting kids isn't the first
thing you think about when buying a truck, the big crew cab makes it easy to fit car seats of any
size. Getting the kids up and in is another matter. The fuel economy of heavy-duty pickups like
the Ford F is a mystery because this class of trucks is exempt from official labeling and testing.
We did record fuel consumption over miles of driving, though, and it averaged Our best tank on
a mostly highway route was The heavy-duty pickup arms race is in full swing. This updated F
has done quite a bit to catch up, but it might not be enough. Sure, there's the new speed
transmission and more power, but the interior trimmings are still average. Ford's warranty
coverage is average, though the diesel engine's coverage lasts for , miles instead of the 60, you
get with the gas V8. All heavy-duty pickups are big, but even among them the Ford F makes a
statement. It knows what it is, and the styling is hardly subtle. The driving experience matches
that persona. It's no joy to drive, but neither is it a chore. Fun doesn't enter into it. The F is built
to work and to do a job, and it delivers on that promise. Which F is right for you depends what
you plan to use it for. That said, we suggest starting with the XLT trim. It comes with a decent
list of standard and optional features, and it's available with a variety of bed and cab
configurations. The F Super Duty, depending on the configuration, is available with three
powertrains: 6. Standard features include: Black-painted steel bumpers Black plastic exterior
trim inch steel wheels 4. Besides all of the XL's features, the XLT trim comes with: Chrome
bumpers and grille inch alloy wheels Blind-spot monitor with rear cross-traffic alert warns you if
a vehicle is in your blind spot during a lane change or while reversing Automatic emergency
braking warns if a front impact is imminent and applies the brakes if you don't respond in time
Heated exterior mirrors 8-inch touchscreen display with available navigation Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto smartphone integration Two USB-C ports Carpeted floor and cloth upholstery
Power windows and door locks Two volt household-style outlets Integrated trailer brake
controller allows adjustment of a trailer's brakes from the cab Lariat The Lariat is only available
as an extended-cab or crew-cab truck. It includes all Lariat content plus: LED bed lighting
Remote tailgate release Remote start King Ranch-specific leather interior Keyless entry with
push-button start Platinum Ford keeps layering on the premium features with the Platinum trim.
Standard equipment includes: Body-colored bumpers and mirrors LED headlights inch wheels
Massaging and ventilated front seats Heated steering wheel Rain-sensing wipers Adaptive
cruise control maintains a driver-set distance between the Ford and the car in front Limited The
top-tier Limited trim turns up the premium feel even further. Additions include: Standard
four-wheel drive Two-tone leather upholstery Moonroof Suede headliner and wood interior trim
Premium two-tone leather upholstery Many features found on the upper trim levels are optional
on the lower trims. Other options, depending on the trim level, include: Trailer Tow High
Capacity with Ultimate Trailer Tow Camera System and Pro Trailer Backup Assist package Lane

keeping alert warns you if the vehicle begins to drift out of its lane Upgraded axle Increased tow
capacity Trailer backup assist knob-based steering controller to make reversing with a trailer
easier degree camera gives you a top-down view of the F and its surroundings for tight parking
situations FX4 Off-Road package Hill descent control Off-road shock absorbers Transfer case
and fuel-tank skid plates Tremor Off-Road package Locking rear differential Front limited-slip
differential Upgraded suspension with increased ride height inch wheels with off-road tires Lane
keeping alert Skid plates Revised bumpers with better approach angles Rock and Trail Crawl
modes. Read more. Find savings on the F Super Duty for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing.
See all F Super Duty lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Trending topics
in reviews comfort towing spaciousness interior ride quality technology seats. Most helpful
consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Excellent truck!!! Ram Power Wagon vs. Check your price
quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? The
zone can be enlarged to cover a trailer up to 33 feet in length. Trailer Tow Camera System Lets
you know what's behind your trailer when reversing. Tire Pressure Monitoring System Warns
you if a tire is below the recommended pressure. Coverage can include trailer tires as well. Ford
F Super Duty vs. Ram The Ram was fully redesigned just a couple of years ago. People who
viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the F
Super Duty both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford F Super Duty is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the F Super Duty. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure
to compare the F Super Duty's average consumer rating to tha
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t of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford F Super
Duty is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the F Super Duty and gave it a 7.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the F Super Duty is a good car for you. What do people think of the Ford F
Super Duty? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Ford F Super Duty and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. Which Ford F Super Duties are available in my area? Can't find a new Ford F Super
Dutys you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Ford
lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the F Super Duty drive? How comfortable is the
F Super Duty? How economical is the F Super Duty? Is the F Super Duty a good value?

